Testimonials

For recent comments please visit our Facebook page here:

"I am writing to you to thank you and the 'team' for making our loft conversion + extension as
pleasureable as it was. Despite the worst summer the Midlands has seen with it's contant rain,
the job was completed on time. The men in your team were polite and considerate at all times.
We would also like to thank you for your professional manner and the consideration you also
showed our family. There were no hidden extras and we felt involved the whole time with the
work being done."
(Gartree Drive)
"... James and I wanted to write and thank you for the great service and quality of work you
have shown us over the past three years."
(Hickling)
"... Thanks to you and your lads for friendly, quality and efficient customer service- much
appreciated."
(Lincoln Drive)
"... Thank you for an excellent job you did for us. Should we require any building works in
the future , I will definitely consult you."
(Holland Rd)
"... would like to say how pleased we have been with the standard of work." (Darcy
Gardens)
"... very pleased with the work carried out."
(Johnson Close)

"... with our thanks for an excellent job done."(Kings Road) "... with many thanks for an excellent
job"
(Townend Close)

"... Thank you for the recently completed work. Your employees were excellent, very helpful and
tidy, excellent job."
(Norfolk Drive)
"... Thanks so much for all your hard work, we are really pleased with the result. I'm sure we will
be seeing you again."
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(Burton On The Wolds)
"... Thanks for all your hard work and for getting the job done so quickly."
(Asfordby)
"... would both like to thank you for the work you've done, the way you did it and the fact that the
invoice was what you said it would be."
(Grantwood Road)
"... we have had some lovely coalfires these last few days, thank you very much for a super job.
Should you ever need anyone to recommend your work, we'll be more than happy to do so."
(Baldocks Lane)
"... we are extremely pleased with the result."
(Townend Close)
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